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overview
What is the overall history of graphic design? 

Art is influenced by its predecessors, as well as its cultural context. This is especially true for 

graphic design, which sits at the crossroads of fine art and communication, reflecting and 

reinforcing its specific social constructs.  At the conclusion of this project, each student will have an 

interactive PDF chronological timeline of images with reports on specific artists. 

 

---

The project is broken into three main parts: 

• P A R T  A :  The timeline InDesign file is created. The following will be provided: InDesign 

template with Master Page, automated page numbers that match the text file, Character  

Styles, and many pages already completed. Student must fill the other 100+ pages, placing the 

correct image to the correct information in correct chronological order. 

• P A R T  B :  Each student will be assigned two artists that created work in the timeline. 

Significant research must be completed from scholarly sources (watch video on the bottom 

for a quick summary). 

• For both assigned artists, a questionnaire will be completed.

• For one of these artists,  a “MINI B4” form will be completed from the questionnaire.

• For the other artist, an outline and its corresponding 500-word essay will be first composed and 

then used to fill out  a “FULL B4” form. Academic writing rules and critical thinking skills must 

be observed.

• The B-4 PDFs will then be placed on a website to easily link for Part C.  

Note: Part B is broken up into steps to aid students in this most demanding section.

• P A R T  C :  Each student will add hyperlinks to artists in their InDesign file (Part A). Student 

will also compose a colophon and short explanation about how this project will be used to 

inform one’s future design skills and cite sources. Then the InDesign file with its links will be 

exported again for a final Interactive PDF.
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https://libguides.astate.edu/scholarly_journals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysPDZGj3cRA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.britannica.com/art/colophon-visual-arts
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objectives

• Reinforced knowledge and recognition of pieces covered in this class, which pull from 

the traditional canon of influential work in the history of graphic design. Multiple learning 

modalities are engaged in this project’s creation so that the pieces are more likely to be 

embedded for later mental recall. 

• Major skill development with Adobe programs, specifically InDesign. 

• Organization skills: There are 300+ images to pick from when placing the required 100+ in 

relation to the required work in one’s image list.  

> EACH student will receive a slightly different image list and students will not know which  

    pieces are different, so please do your own work. 

• Research skills: Each student must research two assigned artists. Sources of information 

must be from scholarly sources. Questionnaire guides student through the basic information 

retrieval, which then allows for higher level critical thinking skills used in essay writing.

• Academic writing skills: A properly constructed essay displaying thorough evaluation of 

subject matter will be composed and properly cited.

• Time management: This is a massive multi-step project that requires long-term planning for 

best performance. Student should set her/his own calendar to be sure all work is completed 

at its highest level in relation to the project deadlines.  Start researching for Part B before you 

finish Part A!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysPDZGj3cRA&feature=youtu.be
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assessment
R U B R I C :

• All directions followed perfectly. 

• All work turned in on time.

• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well? 

• Legible flow of information. (Part A)

• All required written information included. (Part A)

• All required visual information included. (Part A)

• Questionnaires display strong research from multiple scholarly sources. (Part B-1)

• Essay questions completed as directed. (Part B-2 and B-3) 

>> Outlines show significant effort of organization and evaluation.  

>> Essays displays critical thinking skills. 

>> Essays shows writing skills expected of an upper-level student, including  

      well-composed sentences, perfect grammar, and correct spelling. 

• Citations complete and in correct style. (Part B)

• Minimum of 5 sources beyond the supplied Meggs listing - Full (not Mini) version. (Part B)

• InDesign files for Part B-4 (Full and Mini) use formatted and prepared correctly.

• Colophon completed as directed. (Part C)

• Essay completed as directed. (Part C) 

>> Essay displays critical thinking skills. 

>> Essay shows writing skills expected of an upper-level student, including  

     well-composed sentences, perfect grammar, and correct spelling. 

• Citations complete and in correct style. (Part C)

• Interactive file works. (Part C)
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schedule
W E E K  O F  A U G  3 1

WED SEPT 2:

• Begin Timeline Project 

W E E K  O F  S E P T  7

WED SEPT 9:

• Q&A in class about Timeline Project

• Artists assigned for Part B 

W E E K  O F  S E P T  2 1  2 7

FRI SEPT 25   SUN SEPT 27

• Part B-1 (2 artists) DUE (see steps for more information) by 11:50pm (10 min. before midnight). 

W E E K  O F  S E P T  2 8   W E E K  O F  O C T  1 8

FRI OCT 2  SUN OCT 18: 

• Part A DUE (see steps for more information) by 11:50pm 

W E E K  O F  O C T  1 2   W E E K  O F  O C T  2 5

FRI OCT 16  SUN OCT 25 : 

• Part B-2 (only your 1 chosen artist) DUE (see steps for more information) by 11:50pm  

 

 

M E N U
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W E E K  O F  N O V  2    W E E K  O F  N O V  1 5

FRI NOV 6   SUN NOV 15 : 

• Part B-3 (only your 1 chosen artist) DUE (see steps for more information) by 11:50pm 

W E E K  O F  N O V  1 6   W E E K  O F  N O V  2 9

FRI NOV 20   SUN NOV 29 : 

• Part B-4  
> -Full only your 1 chosen artist (B-1 through B-3 completed)  
> -Mini the other artist researched for B-1 - Mini (only B-1 completed) 
DUE (see steps for more information) by 11:50pm 

W E E K  O F  D E C  7

MON DEC 7  WED DEC 9 : 

• Part C DUE (see steps for more information) by 11:50pm
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supplies
All of the following will be supplied in each student’s shared Google Drive folder for this class.

• TIMELINE PROJECT  SUPPLIES

• PART A SUPPLIES

• Timeline_Project_TEMPLATE_Fall20 Folder

• Timeline_Project_TEMPLATE_Fall20.indd (InDesign) file, PDF, Fonts

• Images_Fall20_Timeline: Folder with 300+ images.  

Most image names correspond with the image number in the Meggs 5th 

edition text. (For example, “Fountain” uses Image 13-27 (the 27th image in 

Chapter 13) in the Meggs 5th Edition textbook.) If an image is not in Meggs, the 

artist’s last name is used. 

• Word doc for each student - List_Fall20_Timeline_(Student’s LAST NAME).docx

• PART B SUPPLIES

• Questions_B1_Fall20_Timeline.docx: List of questions about the artist.

• Outline_B2_Fall20_Timeline.docx: Directions and form for the essay’s preceding 

outline and its citations.

• Essay_B3_Fall20_Timeline.docx: Directions and form for the 500-word essay and  

its citations.

• B4_MINI_Fall20_Timeline Folder: Packaged InDesign file. The information from B1 

and B3 will be placed and formatted as directed in this InDesign document. When 

packaged, a PDF will be created. 

• B4_Fall20_Timeline Folder: Packaged InDesign file. The information from B1 and B3 

will be placed and formatted as directed in this InDesign document. When packaged,  

a PDF will be created. 

• FYI: No files are supplied for Part C. Instead, a web page of students’ PDFs from Part B  

will be available for linking in Part C’s interactive PDF.

• TURN IN WORK HERE: This is an empty folder. All final work from each section will be 

turned in here. See directions in each section. 

There is also a  uuYouTube Playlist with videos to help in each section.  

The individual videos are linked in the corresponding section. 7
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd
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steps
P A R T  A 

uuWATCH HOWTO_1_TIMELINE VIDEO

S T E P  1 :  Download all files that have been supplied. 

• Find the Timeline_Project_TEMPLATE_Fall20 Folder. This is an InDesign template 

with Master Pages, automated page numbers that match the text file, Character Styles, 

and helper pages already completed. Along with the required 217 images, there are also 

multiple pages at the beginning of supplied text and at the end where student will create a 

colophon, explanation, and bibliography in Part C. 

S T E P  2 :  Find a place for the large folder of images. Images_Fall20_Timeline.  

                         Understand and organize them because it’s A LOT.   

uuWATCH Pre-Part A VIDEO to help you organize all of the information before you start 

with the InDesign file. 

• See the file names are usually the same as the image number in the Meggs 5th edition text.

> Almost all the images are exactly what is in the book; however, some are close 

matches. Images that aren’t the same as what is in the book are completed by me.

> Images that are not in the textbook at all are titled by the last name of the artist 

(and title if more than one image by artist). Most of these are more recent works. 

• You will soon see that many images have been completed for you already and are the same 

across all the different image lists. These are in blue on the text file. FYI: Not all images in 

the folder will be used, as these cover all students’ lists.

• Be sure the images you place are correct!  It’s a HUGE part of your grade!!!

S T E P  3 :  Open all files and get familiar with the InDesign document. 

• Load fonts in Fonts folder into FontBook (search if you can’t find it),  

and into User.

 

  

 

• Open InDesign file.

• If a warning about missing links appears, fix it (Window : Links).  

When the program finds one link (Relink), it will locate all others. 8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG8qVsYwQvE&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=2&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UI-XL-Gx_RM
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• View : Extras : Show Frame Edges (if it says Hide, they’re already showing)

• View : Guides : Show Guides (if it says Hide, they’re already showing)

 
S T E P  4 :  Familiarize yourself with the Master Pages and Pages. Also see Character Styles.

• Open Pages (Window : Pages). 

• Read over the first pages of supplied information. Then see the second Page 1, which 

begins the listings of artwork. This second Page 1 has been completed  for you, 

including assigned Character Styles on artwork information.

NOTE: Student cannot move the second Page 1* 
without messing up automated numbering.  
Any page after that can be moved (avoid it)  
and the page number will automatically adjust. 

*This “second Page 1” is the first artwork  
  listing (a cave painting) after initial verbal  
  introduction to timeline.

PAGES

MASTER 
PAGES

CHARACTER
STYLES
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• Override All Master Page Items on all Pages so the frames will unlock. 

• First, you must select all Pages. 

• Go to the very first Page 1 and select. 

• Then go all the way to the very last page. Hold down Shift and select the last page. 

• In top right of Pages box is a drop-down menu. Select Override All Master Page 

Items. All pages that you need to work on should unlock.

S T E P  5 :  Make it yours!    :)

• Save As YourLastName_A_FALL20.INDD.  On the cover, fill in your first and last name. 

uuWATCH HOWTO_2_TIMELINE VIDEO 
 
S T E P  6 :  Now that you understand the InDesign file, start working! Start placing your images in 

the InDesign document while pasting the text into the file.

WORDS >>

• Open your Text File List_Fall20_Timeline_(Student’s LAST NAME).  

For each listing:

• The numbers in red above the lines of text should not be copied into the InDesign 

document.The numbers should match the page number in the InDesign document (the 

Template is already set up for you as such).

• Just type in the year exactly as listed on sheet. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhsAi5Hak0&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=3&t=0s
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• Copy (Cmnd + C) from Word and Paste (Cmnd + V) into the 

appropriate InDesign page.   

NOTE: All text will become ARTWORK NAME Character Style  

because the first line is assigned this. Change each line to the  

correct Style in InDesign that corresponds to how it’s styled on  

the list you are provided.

• Font used should follow the InDesign document’s Character Style.  

Character Styles must be assigned correctly to text.  

• Use the Character Style to assign whether it is bold (Artwork Name), Regular Italic 

(Artwork Name More), or Regular (Artist). You will not use Hyperlink Artist style until Part C.

• Once you get a routine, this is easy!

 

IMAGES >>

• Find your groove with matching up the images to the image information by using  

InDesign shortcuts.  

> File : Place image (Cmnd + D). 

> Object : Fitting : Fit Content Proportionally (Shift + Option + Command + E)

> Object : Fitting : Center Content (Shift + Command +E) 

Shortcuts are listed in parenthesis, take shortcuts very seriously and learn more!  

You will use this skill as a designer, as shortcuts cut down time immensely AND often stay the 

same regardless of the Adobe version’s placement of the action on its menu. They also often 

are the same between the main Adobe programs. 

https://helpx.adobe.com/indesign/using/default-keyboard-shortcuts.html
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1.   Select 
  

(top clear arrow) the image box. 

2   Cmnd + D. Find the correct image and place it.

Then with the image box still selected:

3.   Shift + Option + Command + E 

4.   Then Shift + Command + E

Move on to the next image and do the same thing. 

S T E P  8 :  A L M O S T  D O N E ! 
Finish up by checking all work and prepare final file to turn in.

uuWATCH HOWTO_3_TIMELINE VIDEO

• Be sure your name is on the cover and file is named correctly.

• File : Package and InDesign will check much of your file preparation work.  

Fix any problems.

• Links and Images will likely give a warning about images using RGB color. Don’t worry 

about this, but be concerned with any other warnings provided, especially missing links. 

 

• Check all fonts are working and linked images are indeed linked. Fix any problems.

 

  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaJY28CImNI&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=4&t=0s
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• Then do as shown below.  

(Note: This will not provide an interactive PDF yet.)

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

DUE in your shared TURN IN WORK HERE  sub-folder by 11:50 pm Fri Oct 2  Sun Oct 18 :
• YOUR LAST NAME_A_FALL20.PDF    << ONLY THE PDF IS REQUIRED TO TURN IN

Keep the full packaged file with all the working files for yourself because you’re not done yet!  

If you have the time, upload a backup to the WORKING FILES sub-folder, but it’s not required. 
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steps
P A R T  B - 1

Part B-1 is the first thing due for this project - even before Part A!  

uuWATCH HOWTO_4_TIMELINE VIDEO

Each student will be assigned two artists during the second week of class. Research should begin 
early in the semester so that questionnaires are thoroughly answered and essays properly evaluate 

information. Research must be from only scholarly sources and cited correctly. 

Open the file Questions_B1_Fall20_Timeline.docx and get started!

The following is information to supplement the directions supplied on the Word doc. 

C I T A T I O N S

• Keep track of all of your sources! All citations must be in Chicago Style (vs. MLA or APA)

• Use bibme.org (or similar) for easy formatting. 

• Minimum of 5 scholarly sources beyond Meggs for each artist for all of section B.  
>  No more than 3 sources may be repeated between the two artists.  

>  This does not mean you have to cite/source all 5 in B-1, but you should have a good start  

    for the necessary sources in B-2. 

• All research must be correct and from scholarly sources. All may list the Meggs textbook, 

but this does not count toward the required number of sources.  You have access to 

OpenStax.org, JSTOR.org, and Inter-Library Loan with your A-State information.  

USE ALL OF THESE! 

1 4
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Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Is there anything controversial about this designer? Explain.  

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

What materials were most often used by this designer to create and produce work? 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Explain this person’s education/training, including academic, apprenticeships and/or 

mentorships. 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Did this person promote a specific ideologyviii in his/her work? Explain.  

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Why is this person viewed as iconicix in the history of graphic design? 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Is there any other important information to know about this person? 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Sources 

• List sources here in Chicago Style (the spaces for indents can be adjusted later) 

• Meggs, Phillip B. and Alston W. Purvis. Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, 5th Edition. 

Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2012. 

• Answer here 

• Answer here 

• Answer here 

• Answer here 

• Answer here 
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i This is an endnote. Remove it. You can do that by removing all of the text here in the endnote. It will 
remove the corresponding subscript number.  
 
ii For example, Paul Rand or Erté. 
 
iii If still alive, leave blank. 
	
iv If the country no longer exists or has changed drastically, explain. 
 
v Ibid.		
	
vi Examples of things “other than what would be considered graphic design” for the sake of this timeline: 
Photography, Painting, Sculpture, Package Design, Printmaking, Printing, Architecture, Interior Design, 
Jewelry Design, Fashion, Papermaking, Bookbinding. (Any others, please check with Prof. Nikki.) 
Typeface design is part of graphic design, so do not include here. Please explain the (important!) typeface 
design in another answer.  
 
vii Examples could be an influential style, typeface designed, pioneering design technique, political views, 
etc. This is not about a piece of work that the designer is famous because the rest of the questionnaire 
covers that. For what THING is this designer noted? If you’re confused, please ask Prof. Nikki as soon as 
possible. 
 
viii Remember that a style is not an ideology. Many designers studied did/do have an ideology behind the 
work, so really think about this one. Review the lecture slides and your textbook.  
 
ix If it is for just one design or piece of artwork, then explain how it inspired others. The vast majority of 
designers studied in a history class – especially those specifically assigned for this project – had a larger 
effect than just one artwork. 	
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RULES: 

• Save as YourLastName_B1_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20 

Obviously you must turn in two of these, one for each assigned artist. 

• Cite all sources. Remember that only reliable sources may be used.  

• Remove all endnotesi (<< see the endnote at the end) supplied. These are just guides for 

you and you will accidentally copy them into the InDesign document in B4.  

• Replace “Answer Here” with your answer.  

Be sure the type stays Regular instead of Bold. 

• Do not use 1st (I, me, mine) or 2nd person (you, your).  

Use only 3rd person (they, them, their). 

• DO NOT BE CONVERSATIONAL.  

You are creating an academic “article”, not telling me a story. 

• Do a spell check with Word!  

 

 

Designer’s full name: 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Designer’s pseudonym/nicknameii (if applicable): 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Gender: 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Year born: 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Country in which designer born: 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Year diediii: 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Countryiv in which designer died: 
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Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Country(ies)v in which designer spent majority of professional life: 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Religion(s) if known.  

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Political Alignment(s) if known.  

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

• For all of the following, do not directly copy any source. (I will Google all and give  

an F if paraphrased by moving only a few words or directly copied.)  

• Summarize information you have researched and cite all sources.   

• Do not use the phrase “I believe”. State it, back it up with evidence, and cite the 

source. 

 

How did any of the above (questions 4-10) affect either his/her life experience or work 

because it/they provided a challenge at the time? 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

List at least one other work that is not named in this timeline for which this person is well 

known. If work co-created, list the other(s) involved. 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Did this designer do notable work in fields other than what would today be considered 

graphic designvi? Explain. 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

Explain if this fame (previous question) is only within design circles or any other subset of 

the population vs. mainstream fame. 

Answer here. Be sure your text stays black Regular.  

 

For what is this designer most noted in relation to designvii? Explain.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDc_nQPjTzw&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=5&t=0s
https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
http://bibme.org
https://libguides.astate.edu/scholarly_journals
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• Wikipedia is never EVER allowed for a research project. (But you may check articles’ sources 

for possible further research.)

• Websites that are not peer-reviewed must be approved by Prof. Arnell.  

>  If they aren’t from some academically reliable source, they will not be approved. 

>  Encyclopedia sources will be limited. You’re not in high school anymore. Research MORE. 

>  Use Google Scholar search, though some academic articles may be unavailable.

G R A M M A R  A N D  S P E L L I N G

• PROOFREAD BEFORE YOU TURN ANYTHING IN TO BE GRADED!!!  
CHECK YOUR GRAMMAR. 

• Find a way for it to be checked for content, eloquence of academic writing, and grammar.  

If you need help, there is a Writing Center on campus and free tutoring. (Also use the 

Grammarly.com full subscription that I highly recommended on the syllabus! The free 

version will help a lot, but not as much.)

• Remember: only 3rd person point-of-view.

       

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

B - 1  -  Q U E S T I O N N A I R E S

• Do work in Word or other program that checks spelling and grammar, creates footnotes, and 

can save as or export to a PDF.

DUE in your shared TURN IN WORK HERE sub-folder by 11:50 pm Fri Sept 25 Sun Sept 27:
• YourLastName_B1_ARTIST 1 LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF 
• YourLastName_B1_ARTIST 2 LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF    

<< ONLY THE PDFs ARE REQUIRED TO TURN IN

https://scholar.google.com/
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steps
P A R T  B - 2  +  B - 3

uuWATCH HOWTO_5_TIMELINE VIDEO  
(It takes a second before I realize it’s recording.)

For the following B-2 and B-3, student need only complete for  only one of the two artists assigned 

for B-1. Open the file Outline_B2_Fall20_Timeline.docx. Like the questions in Part B-1, you will be 

completing two outlines - one for each assigned artist. 

 

uuWATCH HOWTO_6_TIMELINE VIDEO 

Also open the file Essay_B3_Fall20_Timeline.docx to understand the goal of the outline.  

Again you will be composing two essays - one for each assigned artist. 

 

M E N U
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(2) Explanation: Replace this text 

b) Paragraph Conclusion/Transition: Replace this text 

 

3) Body Paragraph #2 

a) Paragraph Topic Sentence: Replace this text 

i) First Point about Topic: Replace this text 

(1) Example: Replace this text 

(2) Explanation: Replace this text 

ii) Second Point about Topic: Replace this text 

(1) Example: Replace this text 

(2) Explanation: Replace this text 

b) Paragraph Conclusion/Transition: Replace this text 

 

4) Body Paragraph #3 

a) Paragraph Topic Sentence: Replace this text 

i) First Point about Topic: Replace this text 

(1) Example: Replace this text 

(2) Explanation: Replace this text 

ii) Second Point about Topic: Replace this text 

(1) Example: Replace this text 

(2) Explanation: Replace this text 

b) Paragraph Conclusion/Transition: Replace this text 

 

5) Conclusion 

a) Restate Points as Necessary: Replace this text 

b) Make it Clear Points Have Been Made and Paper is Done - Wrap it up, but don’t be 

conversational. (Don’t thank someone for reading the paper.) : Replace this text 

 

6) BIBLIOGRAPHY: List sources here in Chicago Style (the spaces for indents can be adjusted 

later) 

a) Meggs, Phillip B. and Alston W. Purvis. Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, 5th Edition. 

Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2012.  

b) Replace this text 

c) Replace this text 
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d) Replace this text 

e) Replace this text 

f) Replace this text 

g) Replace this text 

h) Replace this text 

i) Replace this text 

	 1	

ESSAY TOPIC: 

State and explain the one most important effect that your assigned artist and the 

quality/importance of his/her work had on the history of graphic design.  

• Consider its long-term effects on all of history to the present day. Things to consider 

could be technology (even the press is technology), ideology, style, education, etc.  

• First consider what your educated opinion is on the subject because this is not a  

book report. You are stating your thesis as a statement and then backing it up with 

FACTS. It’s like a hypothesis that you prove.  

• Though 500 words sounds like a lot, it’s not. Double-spaced text puts that at only about 

2-3 pages. It will be more difficult for you to form concise thoughts because you don’t 

have the space to drone on.  

 

RULES: 

• Save as YourLastName_B2_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20 

Obviously you must turn in two of these, one for each assigned artist. 

• For the following, do not directly copy any source. (I will Google all and give  

an F if paraphrased by moving only a few words or directly copied.)  

• Summarize information you have researched and cite all sources to connect to the 

bibliography at the end.  

• Remember that only reliable sources may be used. No online sources unless they are 

academically credible – but there are plenty of credible sources. Part of the research 

is learning how to find these.  

• Do a spell check with Word!  

• DO NOT BE CONVERSATIONAL.  

You are writing an academic paper, not telling me a story. 

• Do not use 1st (I, me, mine) or 2nd person (you, your).  

Use only 3rd person (they, them, their). 

• Use this page or other reliable structure guide to help you compose your outline. 

https://writingcenter.fas.harvard.edu/pages/outlining  

 

DIRECTIONS: 

For the following outline, write your answers after the guide’s colon in black by replacing the 

text. Do not erase the words. These do not need to fully formed thoughts yet, but they must show 

significant effort.  
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For example,  

b.   Thesis Statement (one point per body paragraph to back this up): Gutenberg’s press 

had a massive influence to the history of graphic design because printed work could be 

duplicated for a fraction of the price of what was available before.   

 

Tips about thesis statement:  

• I don’t state that I believe the press had a massive influence. You are stating it 

and defending it like fact. If you can’t defend your opinion like it’s fact, it might 

not be such a strong opinion. Rethink it.  

• The press had a huge effect on many more aspects of history than just graphic 

design, but stay focused on one point to defend. 

• See here for more help on forming your thesis statement: 

https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/thesis-statements/  

 

If you would like to slightly adjust the following, speak to Prof. Nikki first.  

 

 

DESIGNER’S NAME: 

Replace this text. It should stay black Regular.  

 

OUTLINE: 

1) Introduction 

a) Paper’s Topic Sentence: Replace this text. It should stay black Regular. 

i) Background: Replace this text 

b) Thesis Statement (one point per body paragraph to back this up): Replace this text 

c) Transition: Replace this text 

 

2) Body Paragraph #1 

a) Paragraph Topic Sentence: Replace this text 

i) First Point about Topic: Replace this text 

(1) Example: Replace this text 

(2) Explanation: Replace this text 

ii) Second Point about Topic: Replace this text 

(1) Example: Replace this text 

	 1	

ESSAY TOPIC: 

State and explain the one most important effect that your assigned artist and the 

quality/importance of his/her work had on the history of graphic design.  

• Consider its long-term effects on all of history to the present day. Things to consider 

could be technology (even the press is technology), ideology, style, education, etc.  

• First consider what your educated opinion is on the subject because this is not a  

book report. You are stating your thesis as a statement (not as “I believe….”, but as a 

statement of fact) and then backing it up with FACTS. It’s like a hypothesis that you 

prove.  

• Though 500 words sounds like a lot, it’s not. Double-spaced text puts that at only about 

2-3 pages. It will be more difficult for you to form concise thoughts because you don’t 

have the space to drone on. 

 

RULES: 

• Save as YourLastName_B3_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20 

Obviously you must turn in two of these, one for each assigned artist. 

• For the following, do not directly copy any source. (I will Google all and give  

an F if paraphrased by moving only a few words or directly copied.)  

• This should evolve from your outline and its research.  

• Replace “Answer Here” with your answer.  

Be sure the type stays Regular instead of Bold. 

• DO NOT BE CONVERSATIONAL.  

You are writing an academic paper, not telling me a story. 

• Do not use 1st (I, me, mine) or 2nd person (you, your).  

Use only 3rd person (they, them, their). 

• Do a spell check with Word! Find a way to thoroughly check your grammar beyond 

Microsoft Word! Remember both of these greatly affect your grade. 

• See tips on Project Sheet. No verbal fluff or your grade will be greatly reduced.  

 

FORMAT: 

• Keep the format of this document, which is Times New Roman (or similar) at 11 pts.,  

1 ½ Line Spacing.  

 

	 2	

• To break paragraphs, do not indent. Instead, hit Return twice so there is an extra space. 

(This will be helpful when you paste the text in the B-4 InDesign document.)  

• BUT DO HAVE MANY PARAGRAPHS! FOLLOW YOUR OUTLINE! 

• Cite your sources as you write and connect to the bibliography. You can do that 

manually by adding a number (1) after a statement that corresponds to the bibliography or 

use the Endnote function in Word.  

• To check what is 500 words:  

1. Select the words you’ve written 

2. Tools : Word Count.  

3. See the number after Words. 

 

 

 

State and explain the one most important effect that your assigned artist and the 

quality/importance of his/her work had on the history of graphic design.  

 

Answer Here - at least 500 words (no more than 800). Be sure your text is black Regular. Avoid 

verbal fluff. Follow your outline. Do not write “I believe” or use any 1st or 2nd person.  

 

 

 

Bibliography – paste in all sources from B-1 and B-2, plus any new sources. Be sure they are 

all academically viable.  

1. List sources here in Chicago Style (the spaces for indents can be adjusted later) 

2. Meggs, Phillip B. and Alston W. Purvis. Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, 5th Edition. 

Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2012. 

3. Answer here 

4. Answer here 

5. Answer here 

6. Answer here 

7. Answer here 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=523v57-Esto&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=6&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_4KBWYXpFg&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=7&t=0s
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The following is information to supplement the directions supplied on the Word doc. 

 
C I T A T I O N S  +  G R A M M A R  A N D  S P E L L I N G

See previous explanation of what is expected per citations, grammar, and spelling! 

 
 
T I P S

• Do a spell check one more time for good measure. 

• Also Find (Command + F) sneaky words like to and be sure it shouldn’t be  

too or two. Same thing with its vs. it’s, their vs. there vs. they’re,  

your vs. you’re, sole vs. soul, etc. 

• Avoid verbal fluff just to fill word count. Be an efficient and eloquent writer.

• “Really”, “very,” and “so” are verbal fluff and should be avoided in academic 

writing. Always review your words and remove or reword with the help of a 

thesaurus. For example, instead of “extremely talkative”, use “gregarious”.  

Also something cannot be “very unique” - it’s either unique or it isn’t. 

• I see the phrase “to look at” a lot in these essays. Find better verb(s) like “to 

evaluate”, “to observe”, “to analyze”, etc.

• Avoid ending sentences in prepositions.  “That is what I look at.”  “This is what he 

thought of.” “ This is what she based the work on.”  

Reword, like the following: “I look at this.” “He thought of that.” “This is the subject 

on which she based the work.”

• Stop repeating words in a sentence (other than the, a, is, etc.). Find a different word 

or way of phrasing.
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D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

 
B - 2  -  O U T L I N E S

• Do work in Word or other program that checks spelling and grammar, creates footnotes, and 

can save as or export to a PDF.

DUE in your shared TURN IN WORK HERE sub-folder by 11:50 pm Fri Oct 16 Sun Oct 25 :
• YourLastName_B2_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF 

• YourLastName_B2_ARTIST 2 LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF    
<< ONLY THE PDF IS REQUIRED TO TURN IN

B - 3  -  E S S A Y S 

• Do work in Word or other program that checks spelling and grammar, creates footnotes, and 

can save as or export to a PDF.

DUE in your shared TURN IN WORK HERE sub-folder by 11:50 pm Fri Nov 6 Sun Nov 15 :
• YourLastName_B3_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF  
• YourLastName_B3_ARTIST 2 LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF     

<< ONLY THE PDF IS REQUIRED TO TURN IN
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steps
P A R T  B - 4  F U L L

uuWATCH HOWTO_7_TIMELINE VIDEO

Any required revisions on B-1 and B-3 must be done before B-4 is completed. B-4 is simply putting 

all of the work into a formatted InDesign template. This is easy compared to all previous steps and 

is about checking page layout and typography. 

• S T E P  1 :  Download the B4_Fall20_Timeline Folder and open the InDesign file  

inside named B4_FULL_Fall20_Timeline.indd.  

>  There are no linked images and the fonts are the same as Part A.   

>  File : Save As for the artist you chose to research for B-2 and B-3:  

    YourLastName_B4_FULL_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20.INDD. 

• S T E P  2 :  There is an image box in the top left for a picture of the artist. Find a photo 

if photography was around when your designer was alive. A painting or engraving is only 

allowed if artist lived before photography was common. See professor if unsure. 

• Try to find the highest-resolution image you can. The exact measurements of 

the box is 2.4217 inches x 2.4217 inches if you’d like to crop in Photoshop for a 

cleaner file build, but this is not required. 

• S T E P  3 :  Copy-Paste any text you have from the final Word documents. 

Highlight text and assign Character Styles. 

• All questions should stay BOLD Body Text.

• All of your answers should be Body Text.

M E N U

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If nothing else, then write, “No.” (remove quotes)

___________

Student: Write your name here.

State and explain the one most important effect that your assigned artist and the quality/importance 
of his/her work had on the history of graphic design.

REMEMBER TO BREAK YOUR PARAGRAPHS!!!!  Do so by having no indent. This text is set to respond with a 
space when Return has been hit. If you want this to be ignore for some reason (like fixing text flow or a widow 
or orphan, do a “Soft Return” by using Shift + Return. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce gravida aliquam odio, ut ornare enim rutrum 
a. Donec imperdiet luctus tellus, quis maximus arcu elementum et. Sed rhoncus molestie metus, eu mattis 
metus faucibus id. Suspendisse dictum pretium commodo. Cras finibus lacus non eros ultrices luctus. Cras 
placerat, eros eget fermentum vulputate, est quam tincidunt tellus, at tincidunt sapien lectus quis leo. Fusce 
magna quam, accumsan sit amet sapien quis, pretium sollicitudin sapien. Pellentesque eleifend metus nec 
lacus commodo, et viverra nunc vulputate. Quisque justo risus, viverra ut nibh a, bibendum semper turpis. 
Fusce ornare elit sit amet quam elementum venenatis. Cras tristique justo vel viverra mattis. Nam pharetra, 
orci vel dignissim elementum, quam ipsum ullamcorper lectus, ut ultrices ipsum eros quis est. Donec 
tristique purus et urna fringilla vulputate. Donec cursus diam id leo elementum faucibus.

Nunc commodo bibendum tempus. Morbi eget tincidunt ante, vitae semper enim. Ut finibus sed erat a 
scelerisque. Sed vitae maximus quam, finibus cursus lectus. Nullam molestie nisl mi, id iaculis arcu fringilla 
et. Nullam non ipsum lacus. Sed nisi nisi, tempor id odio in, pharetra varius odio. Aliquam posuere viverra ex 
quis placerat.

Pellentesque vitae aliquam ligula. Mauris imperdiet vulputate lacus eu ornare. Nulla erat lacus, bibendum 
eu odio nec, accumsan aliquet quam. Nunc sagittis tellus augue, viverra pulvinar tortor lacinia id. Quisque 
rhoncus rutrum dui sodales malesuada. Nam libero lacus, dapibus quis est nec, eleifend commodo sem. Sed 
tristique, sem placerat malesuada pellentesque, lacus ligula luctus enim, non ultrices risus ante quis risus. 

Suspendisse accumsan magna ac purus facilisis convallis. Pellentesque id eros id erat eleifend consectetur 
eu vitae turpis. Fusce eleifend, nunc ac vestibulum pretium, augue eros consectetur turpis, et suscipit diam 
magna eget lacus.

Aenean varius lorem vel est sagittis, at sodales nisl dapibus. Suspendisse potenti. Sed erat neque, 
condimentum a cursus ut, sollicitudin ut nisl. Maecenas eu facilisis metus, ac dictum purus. Phasellus cursus 
porta hendrerit. Cras sagittis pretium lorem sit amet commodo. Maecenas turpis lorem, tempus quis augue 
at, imperdiet mollis tortor. Mauris dapibus orci lorem, non viverra elit mollis sit amet. Quisque ac felis auctor, 
hendrerit elit ac, placerat enim. Etiam vehicula dui id ipsum tempus, in scelerisque massa dignissim. Mauris 
porttitor fermentum mauris, eu porta mauris pretium a. Suspendisse vel nisi libero.

In a neque ac arcu commodo efficitur ac id sem. Nunc ac metus nec sem porta tincidunt sed non justo. Mauris 
dignissim, eros in blandit mattis, tortor purus ornare risus, vel laoreet diam erat eget eros. Nam id erat a ante 
rhoncus dignissim. Nunc porttitor odio ac ligula ultricies, id sollicitudin odio facilisis. Maecenas quis ex ac 
risus cursus varius sed ut felis. Quisque orci urna, iaculis a leo quis, ullamcorper venenatis nibh. Nam mattis 
est urna, non finibus enim cursus eget. Curabitur a magna ut magna facilisis suscipit.

Bibliography

Meggs, Phillip B. and Alston W. Purvis. Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, 5th Edition. Hoboken, NJ: John 
Wiley & Sons, 2012.

List here

List here

List here

List here

List here

List here

But in alphabetical order when done.

Designer’s full name: Remove this text and write name

Designer’s pseudonym/nickname: Remove this text and write name or None

Gender: Remove this text and write gender

Year Born: Remove this text and write year

Country Born: Remove this text and write the country in which the artist was born - or Unknown

Year Died: Remove this text and write year. If not dead, write “Still alive in 2020.” (remove quotation marks)

Country Died: Remove this text and write the country in which the artist died. If still alive, write “Still alive in 
2020.” (remove quotation marks)

Religion | Political Alignment: Remove this text and explain. If you really cannot find any information 
about this, write “Information unavailable.” (Speak with professor first before you admit that.)

___________ 

How did any of the above affect either his/her life experience or work because it/they provided a 
challenge at the time? 

If none of the above affected, use “None of the above qualities of the designer provided a challenge for the 
time.” (remove quotes) 

Did this designer do notable work in fields other than what would TODAY be considered  
graphic design? 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If she/he did not, use “Notable work from this artist has only 

NAME OF ARTIST HERE

been classified as graphic design.” (remove quotes)

For what is this designer most noted in relation to design?  EXPLAIN.

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If more than one thing can be listed, explain this also. 
Examples could be an influential style, typeface designed, pioneering design technique, political views, etc. 
This is not about a piece of work that the designer is famous because the rest of the questionnaire covers 
that. For what THING is this designer noted? If you’re confused and scribbles on your initial questionnaire 
don’t make sense, please ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible. 

Is there anything controversial about this designer? Explain. 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If nothing, write “There is nothing notably controversial about 
this designer.” (remove quotes)

Explain this designer’s education/training, including academic, apprenticeships,  
and /or mentorships.

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If you’re confused and scribbles on your initial questionnaire 
don’t make sense, please ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible. This question should have an answer.

Did this designer promote a specific ideology in his/her work? Explain. 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. Remember that a style is not an ideology. If you’re confused 
and scribbles on your initial questionnaire don’t make sense, please ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible. If 
nothing is expressed, write “This designer did not promote a specific ideology in work.” (remove quotes)

Why is this designer viewed as iconic in the history of graphic design? 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If it is for just one design or piece of artwork, then explain 
how it inspired others. The vast majority of designers studied in a history class had a larger effect than just 
one really nice piece. 

Is there any other important information to know about this designer?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4gFkqC7bjY&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=8&t=0s
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• S T E P  4 :  When formatting each essay, remember to use multiple paragraphs!  

Do not provide all 500 words in one paragraph. 
• Separate your paragraphs simply by hitting Return once and a space should 

appear. See Prof. Arnell if it does not. 

• Do not also use an indent.

• S T E P  5 :  When done, be sure text flows well. Feel free to push text to the next page if 

it flows in an ugly fashion. 

• No widows (one word at the end of a paragraph) or orphans (one word or line 

on the next page). (Shift+Return to not have an extra space.)

• Avoid hyphenated words unless part of a title. The document should be set up  

so that it will not automatically hyphenate. Speak to professor if it does not. 

• S T E P  6 :  Finish up by checking all work and prepare final 1 file folder to submit.  

                         Directions below are for each file:

• Check file is named correctly.

• File : Package and InDesign will check much of your file preparation work.  

Fix any problems.

• Links and Images will likely give a warning about images using RGB color.  

Don’t worry about this, but be concerned with any other warnings provided like 

missing links.                           

• Check all fonts are working and linked images are indeed linked.  

Fix any problems. 

• Then do as shown here. (Note: This will not provide an interactive PDF.)
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D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

DUE in your shared TURN IN WORK HERE sub-folder by 11:50 pm Fri Nov 20 Sun Nov 29:
• YourLastName_B4_FULL_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF  

                  ^^ ONLY THE PDF IS REQUIRED TO TURN IN

Keep the full packaged file with all the working files for yourself because you’re not done yet!  

If you have the time, upload a backup to the WORKING FILES sub-folder, but it’s not required. 
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steps
P A R T  B - 4  M I N I

Any required revisions on B-1 must be done before B-4 is completed. B-4 is simply putting all of the 

work into a formatted InDesign template. 

Use the B4_MINI_Fall20_Timeline Folder and fill out the information required. All of this 
will come from the B-1 Questionnaire completed. Also find an image of the artist/designer, 
following the same rules demanded for B-4 FULL form.

For each of the artists studied, do the following:

• S T E P  1 :  Open the InDesign file named B4_MINI_Fall20_Timeline.indd in the  

B4_Fall20_Timeline Folder you downloaded previously.  

>  There are no linked images and the fonts are the same as Part A.   

>  File : Save As for the artist you only researched for B-1 (not B-2 and B-3):  

    YourLastName_B4_MINI_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20.INDD. 

• S T E P  2 :  There is an image box in the top left for a picture of the artist. Find a photo 

if photography was around when your designer was alive. A painting or engraving is only 

allowed if artist lived before photography was common. See professor if unsure. 

• Try to find the highest-resolution image you can. The exact measurements of 

the box is 2.4217 inches x 2.4217 inches if you’d like to crop in Photoshop for a 

cleaner file build, but this is not required.  

 

M E N U

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If nothing else, then write, “No.” (remove quotes)

___________

Student: Write your name here.

Bibliography

Meggs, Phillip B. and Alston W. Purvis. Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, 5th Edition. Hoboken, NJ: John 
Wiley & Sons, 2012.

List here

List here

List here

List here

List here

List here

But in alphabetical order when done.

Designer’s full name: Remove this text and write name

Designer’s pseudonym/nickname: Remove this text and write name or None

Gender: Remove this text and write gender

Year Born: Remove this text and write year

Country Born: Remove this text and write the country in which the artist was born - or Unknown

Year Died: Remove this text and write year. If not dead, write “Still alive in 2020.” (remove quotation marks)

Country Died: Remove this text and write the country in which the artist died. If still alive, write “Still alive in 
2020.” (remove quotation marks)

Religion | Political Alignment: Remove this text and explain. If you really cannot find any information 
about this, write “Information unavailable.” (Speak with professor first before you admit that.)

___________ 

How did any of the above affect either his/her life experience or work because it/they provided a 
challenge at the time? 

If none of the above affected, use “None of the above qualities of the designer provided a challenge for the 
time.” (remove quotes) 

Did this designer do notable work in fields other than what would TODAY be considered  
graphic design? 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If she/he did not, use “Notable work from this artist has only 

NAME OF ARTIST HERE

been classified as graphic design.” (remove quotes)

For what is this designer most noted in relation to design?  EXPLAIN.

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If more than one thing can be listed, explain this also. 
Examples could be an influential style, typeface designed, pioneering design technique, political views, etc. 
This is not about a piece of work that the designer is famous because the rest of the questionnaire covers 
that. For what THING is this designer noted? If you’re confused and scribbles on your initial questionnaire 
don’t make sense, please ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible. 

Is there anything controversial about this designer? Explain. 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If nothing, write “There is nothing notably controversial about 
this designer.” (remove quotes)

Explain this designer’s education/training, including academic, apprenticeships,  
and /or mentorships.

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If you’re confused and scribbles on your initial questionnaire 
don’t make sense, please ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible. This question should have an answer.

Did this designer promote a specific ideology in his/her work? Explain. 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. Remember that a style is not an ideology. If you’re confused 
and scribbles on your initial questionnaire don’t make sense, please ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible. If 
nothing is expressed, write “This designer did not promote a specific ideology in work.” (remove quotes)

Why is this designer viewed as iconic in the history of graphic design? 

Explain here and remove this explanation text. If it is for just one design or piece of artwork, then explain 
how it inspired others. The vast majority of designers studied in a history class had a larger effect than just 
one really nice piece. 

Is there any other important information to know about this designer?
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• S T E P  3 :  Copy-Paste any text you have from the final Word documents. 

Highlight text and assign Character Styles. 

• All questions should stay BOLD Body Text.

• All of your answers should be Body Text. 

 

 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

DUE in your shared TURN IN WORK HERE sub-folder by 11:50 pm Fri Nov 20 Sun Nov 29:
• YourLastName_B4_MINI_ARTIST LAST NAME_FALL20.PDF  

                  ^^ ONLY THE PDF IS REQUIRED TO TURN IN

Keep the full packaged file with all the working files for yourself because you’re not done yet!  

If you have the time, upload a backup to the WORKING FILES sub-folder, but it’s not required. 
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steps
P A R T  C

You’re in the final stretch!!!  

uuWATCH HOWTO_8_TIMELINE VIDEO

The last part requires adding hyperlinks to URLs where each student’s essay PDFs are located.  

A colophon (that you can make funny!) and a short opinion piece are also required.  

Check your work, then the InDesign file is just exported as an interactive PDF*, and DONE!     
*This document is an interactive PDF.

H Y P E R L I N K S

• S T E P  1 :  Open your Part A InDesign file and be sure all links and fonts are working.  

Rename it YourLastName_Timeline_FALL20.indd 

• S T E P  2 :  All final Part B-4 PDF files on artists’ will be available via a page on the class 

website (to be provided). Therefore, each PDF will have its own URL when double-clicked. 

  

Do the following for each artist that has a file from B-3:

1. Double-click the PDF on the web page and it will go to the file online. 

2. Copy the URL of this PDF. 

3. In your InDesign file of the Timeline Project, select the artist’s name. 

4. While selected, go to Type : 
Hyperlinks & Cross-References : 
New Hyperlink. 

5. Link To: URL.  

Paste the URL for the PDF file. 

6. Under Character Style,  

select Hyperlink ARTIST.

M E N U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19jERH8DGro&list=PLCjxoaxiMUhaKXH7ItZc5brr3TMinSsgd&index=9&t=0s
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C O L O P H O N

Write a colophon. There are many sources to guide you with some Googling. Though it should list 
things like typefaces and software, you can also add some humor if you would like. Maybe you 

explain the long nights, hard work, and new addiction to caffeine.

S H O R T  E S S A Y

Compose a short essay (at least 250 words) about how you will use this timeline and knowledge 
of graphic design art history in your future design skills, career, life, etc. 

• Use perfect grammar and spelling! 

• You can definitely use 1st person point-of-view because its all about you.

• However, still avoid informal, conversational writing. 

There are no rounds for revisions so be sure to get your work checked before you turn it in.

C H E C K  A L L  W O R K

You should not have anything more to add to the bibliography. Just leave it as is. 

 

C H E C K  F I N A L  F I L E

• Be sure file is named correctly.

• File : Package and InDesign in order to check much of your file preparation work.  

Fix any problems.

• Links and Images will likely give a warning about images using RGB color. Don’t worry 

about this, but be concerned with any other warnings provided like missing links.                        

• Check all fonts are working and linked images are indeed linked. Fix any problems. 

• Now stop packaging the file unless you want to do it one more time for yourself to 

archive later. InDesign’s Packaging feature will not create an interactive PDF.  

https://www.diggypod.com/blog/colophon/
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C R E A T E  I N T E R A C T I V E  P D F

• File : Export to an Adobe PDF (Interactive). 

 

         

       

• General:
• Export as Pages (not Spreads)

• View: Default

• Layout: Single Page Continuous

• Page Transitions: None

• Forms and Media: Include All 

 

 

 

• Compression:
• JPEG 2000 (Lossy)

• Resolution (ppi): 150 

• If your file is over 26 MB when exported, please talk to Prof. Nikki  

as soon as possible before due date. 

 
 
D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

DUE in your shared TURN IN WORK HERE sub-folder by 11:50 pm Mon Dec 7  Wed Dec 9: 

• YourLastName_Timeline_FALL20.PDF  
<< ONLY THE INTERACTIVE PDF IS REQUIRED TO TURN IN


